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Where do you stand? 
Breaking News 
how the smartphone  
 changed journalism

Imagine a world without journalism.  
Without reporters to interrogate the flow of 
events, and media platforms to spread their 
stories far and wide. How would this transform 
your experience of the world? 

Computers have connected us for almost  
50 years. They come in all shapes and sizes,  
and the most common is our beloved smartphone. 
From the moment we wake-up to the moment we 
sleep, it is our gateway to the world. 

In the past decade, the smartphone has 
reached more than half the world’s population 
and has changed the way news is consumed, 
distributed and produced. This device now lets 
us participate, question every assumption, and 
fact-check every story—allowing us to share, 
amplify and create news. This device that is 
constantly changing is embedded within our 
contemporary culture; an integral part of everyday 
life. It provides instant connections to email, social 

MAJLIS

“the profession best skilled to help 
us make sense of the noise, finds itself 
at breaking point”

networks, and live TV. It’s a device that has rapidly 
developed from being an adjunct accessory into 
an essential tool and extension of self. Without a 
doubt the smartphone has ushered in a new age 
of journalism. 

However, this presents a puzzle. As we face  
a world awash with information, the profession 
best skilled to help us make sense of the 
noise, finds itself at breaking point. Could the 
smartphone be responsible? 

Inspiring inclusive discussions and 
contributing to global thinking, this exhibition 
reveals how this simple device is reshaping the 
practice of journalism and recasting the role of  
the audience. 

Has your smartphone become an integral 
part of your life? Is access to more information 
always a good thing? Is being more connected 
being the same as being more informed?  
Has journalism been democratized? 

Join and explore the opportunities, 
limitations, and blemishes of mobile technology  
in relation to expanding journalistic platforms,  
the diminishing relationship between consumers 
and producers of news, and our behavioral shifts. 

We encourage you to interrogate and engage 
in discussions as consumers of news and makers 
of news. 
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TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING
The building has ample parking within easy 
walking distance and a drop-off area outside. 
Before visiting please check our website for full 
directions and details.  

FACILITIES
Please see the floorplan in the center of this guide 
for details about the facilities in the building. 
Further information can be found on  
our website.

CONTACT  
Please visit our website for further information 
on exhibitions, programs and other ways to 
engage with the museum.

mediamajlis.northwestern.edu

To inquire about any aspect of The Media Majlis, 
please email: mediamajlis@northwestern.edu 

or call +974 4454 5000 and select option 2.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Follow us on:
Twitter @themediamajlis
Instagram @themediamajlis
Facebook TheMediaMajlis

 

The Media Majlis at Northwestern University 
in Qatar is a museum dedicated to exploring 
journalism, communication and media.  
Through exhibitions, publications, programs and 
online resources we engage with themes that 
connect audiences to an ever-changing media 
landscape. Our interactive exhibition space 
brings people together, using the latest digital 
technologies to challenge standard narratives 
and provide 360-degree views on global, 
regional and local stories.

The Media Majlis is an active space where 
visitors can participate, comment and engage.  
We do not simply collect and commemorate media  
and journalism in its physical forms, we create 
opportunities to explore and interact with its 
content and messages. Our exhibitions are a place 
where visitors can interrogate and be inspired 
by all forms of media, challenging preconceptions, 
delving into the why? and to what end?,  
not just the when? or the how? As a museum we 
believe there is always another side. We aspire  
to represent the diversity of voices, perspectives, 
events and people that contributes to the evolving 
media world that surrounds and affects us all. 

The museum is located in the Northwestern 
Qatar building in Education City. Inspired by  
Her Highness Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, The Media 
Majlis is a central component of Northwestern 
Qatar, its educational mission and building. 

Northwestern Qatar is one of the 12 schools  
that comprise Northwestern University, the first  
of which was established in 1851 in Evanston, 
Illinois, USA. Founded in 2008 in partnership with 
Qatar Foundation, Northwestern Qatar draws from 
its parent organization a distinguished history, 
famous programs and an exceptional faculty.  
At its campus in Doha, Northwestern provides a 
framework through which students explore the 
world—and ultimately shape its future—through 
programs in communication, journalism and liberal 
arts, as well as research and thought leadership. 
The Media Majlis is open to everyone—its presence 
extends Northwestern’s commitment to deliver 
a holistic education and to provide a site for 
learning and enjoyment for all residents of and 
visitors to Qatar.

Northwestern Qatar is grateful to Her 
Highness Sheikha Moza and Qatar Foundation for 
their support of The Media Majlis, and to the many 
staff of the Foundation and associated entities who 
contributed to the development of the project. 

Welcome to the first 
media museum in the 
Arab world 

The Media Majlis follows and upholds all international 
museum best practice standards for the care, handling, 
provenance and attribution of objects, physical and digital. 
If you have information concerning an exhibition object or 
an update to an attribution, please contact the museum’s 
Registrar at mediamajlis@northwestern.edu or call  
+974 4454 5000.

LOCATION
The Media Majlis can be found on the ground 
floor of Northwestern University in Qatar, 
located in Education City between Georgetown 
University in Qatar and the College of Islamic 
Studies, opposite the Sidra Medical and 
Research Center. Visit our website for maps and 
up-to-date information on possible roadworks 
and road changes in the area. 
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For further details on all these programs, visit our website at mediamajlis.northwestern.edu

Program calendar
All programs listed are open to the public. Tickets are required for all programs. 

> Please visit the Exhibitions and Programs page of our website for further details on programs and 
participants and for tickets. 

> All programs during spring 2021 will take place online.

For further details on all these programs, visit our website at mediamajlis.northwestern.edu

January
Tues

19

Tues
26

Discussion: 
Capturing the Moment: August 4, 2020
August 4, 2020 marked a horrific day in the Lebanese capital of 
Beirut. This event was broadcasted around the world from and 
because of smartphones. People took to their phones to understand 
what was happening, to gather facts, organize funding, arrange 
help and find missing people. Footage caught through smartphone 
cameras changed Lebanon forever—the politics, the architecture and 
the social fabric of the country.

Smartphones captured chilling footage of the incident in real 
time, people filming and sharing first-person narratives through the 
internet and social media. 

In this program we invite back two people who joined The 
Media Majlis in 2019 for our program As Seen Onscreen to help 
unpack this awful event. Both investigative filmmaker and video Tilo 
Gummel and CNN journalist Anchal Vohra, were in Beirut on August 
4. Has their opinion of the smartphone’s role in journalism changed? 
And how did this affect their bias in telling stories? This program will 
be moderated by Northwestern Qatar’s Dean and CEO, Marwan M. 
Kraidy, who was born in Lebanon.

This program includes questions from the audience, and tickets are required.

> 6:30pm, Zoom Webinar 

Discussion: 
Capturing the Moment: Untold Stories 
David Guttenfelder has spent more than 20 years covering events 
all over the globe. He began as a traditional photojournalist using 
professional camera equipment to take photos. In 2010, he bought 
his first smartphone and realized it was the perfect tool for capturing 
the moment: small, discreet, and always in his back pocket. In this 
discussion, Guttenfelder unpacks his journey with the smartphone 
and how photographing with phones has become a completely 
natural behavior. He discusses his take on the legitimacy of the 
smartphone camera and how it allows people to explore their 
creativity, enables them to instantly publish and capture intimate 
moments. This program will be moderated by Dana Atrach, assistant 
professor in residence at Northwestern Qatar. 

This discussion explores how the smartphone has enabled the 
capturing of untold stories and whether it really has been a tool that 
has afforded more mobility.

This program includes questions from the audience, and tickets are required.

> 6:30pm, Zoom Webinar  

 

February
Tues

2
Discussion: 
Telling the Narrative: Behind the Scenes of ‘The Uprising’
The Uprising, a feature length documentary, explores the Arab 
revolutions from the inside. This multi-camera, first-person account 
is composed entirely of videos made by citizens and long-term 
residents of Tunisia, Egypt, Bahrain, Libya, Syria and Yemen. 
Documentary director Peter Snowdon pieced together narratives 
through user-generated footage to express the wave of uprisings 
and revolutions that swept the Middle East and North Africa 
between 2010 and 2012. In creating The Uprising Snowdon has 
considered both the circumstances of production and circulation— 
drawing on a wide range of historical and theoretical material—to 
discover what they can tell us about the potential for revolution in 
our time, and the possibilities of video as a genuinely decentralized 
and vernacular medium. 

This program will go behind the scenes with Peter Snowdon as 
we discuss how he was able to weave a narrative through stringing 
together content without having protagonists and a traditional 
story arc. The program will be moderated by Rana Kazkaz, assistant 
professor of communication in residence at Northwestern Qatar.  

This program includes questions from the audience, and tickets are required.

> 6:30pm, Zoom Webinar  
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Welcome to Northwestern University in Qatar. Equipped with state-of-the-art technology, 
production facilities and classrooms, Northwestern Qatar is one of the largest campuses for media 
and communication anywhere in the world. The building, which became our home in January 
2017, was designed by renowned American architect Antoine Predock, and incorporates elements 
inspired by Qatar’s desert landscape and local culture.

Further details about access and facilities can be found below and on our website.
If you have any questions, please speak with our staff at the main entrance information desk. 

Wheelchair access and accessibility
The Media Majlis, along with the whole of the 
Northwestern Qatar building, is wheelchair 
accessible, including all bathrooms.  
Motorized wheelchairs and service animals are 
welcome. Please visit our website to find out 
more about accessibility.

Wifi
Free wifi access is available in the Northwestern 
Qatar building. On your mobile device, with 
wifi switched on, select Guest-NUQ-Majlis from 
the available services and accept the terms of 
service to connect. 

Resources and recycling
As a LEED Gold-certified building,  
Northwestern Qatar encourages resource-
efficiency and recycling. Recycling bins are 
located in all public areas.

CCTV
CCTV is used throughout the Northwestern 
Qatar building as part of an integrated 
approach to safety and security, as well as a 
way of improving the visitor experience. 

No smoking
The whole of the Northwestern Qatar building is 
no smoking (including electronic and traditional 
cigarettes, pipes and cigars). 

Bags and luggage
Neither The Media Majlis nor Northwestern 
Qatar has coat check or baggage storage 
facilities. No luggage or oversized backpacks 
are allowed into the building. Security personnel 
may request to inspect any bag upon entry to 
the building.

Welcome to Northwestern










